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7.4 Lifecycle Accounting and Pollution Trading: Next Generation 
Decision-Making 

Control technologies have historically been and, for the most part, are still evaluated based on 
their ability to impact or regulate specific nitrogen (N) species from a particular source. 
Emphasis on individual transfers of N, without systemic consideration of the entire N cascade, 
can result in exchanging one N pollutant for another (as discussed in Chapter 7, Section 7.2 of 
the California Nitrogen Assessment). Risks of pollution swapping extend throughout the supply 
chain and can even induce non-N pollutants. The wider environmental context needs to be 
considered to determine the value and appropriateness of a control technology. Unintended 
consequences may result when practice efficacy is defined too narrowly. 

To begin with, the N cascade is inextricably linked with the carbon (C) cycle. As a result, 
fertilizer and food production, transportation and industrial combustion, soil processes, and 
waste processing and disposal affect both biogeochemical cycles simultaneously. The implication 
is that, in many cases, the perturbation of one cycle cannot be fully assessed without including 
effects on the other and implementation of risk reduction strategies can create tradeoffs among 
emissions of various elements.  

A lot has been made of the interaction between C and N in terms of climate change and 
agriculture, with the value of practices that at first were thought critical to agriculture’s response 
being heavily scrutinized; no-till or minimum tillage is one notable example. Cooling benefits of 
accumulation of soil C by minimum tillage has been called into question, with some evidence 
suggesting benefits are offset by increases in the much more potent N2O; however, the effects are 
far from certain (Baker et al., 2007; Butterbach-Bahl et al., 2004; Six et al., 2004). Tillage presents 
an example of tradeoffs in direct field emissions, but tradeoffs among indirect emissions of 
greenhouse gases may also occur. Draining rice fields mid-season to control methane emissions 
has been cited as a possible mitigation option (Eagle et al., 2010). When soils dry out, oxygen 
diffuses into the soil allowing the soils to go from anaerobic to aerobic, reducing methane. But 
the transition of soil water content presumably would create conditions conducive to 
denitrification. Regardless if direct field emissions of N2O increase, the added machine time 
necessary to manage the field—draining and reflooding, increased herbicide applications, etc.—
would increase CO2 emissions from fuel combustion. Consideration of the entire suite of 
emissions associated with changes in production is needed to support notions of mitigative 
technologies. 
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The agricultural examples illustrate the need to account for emissions of N and C across 
the entire life cycle of a production system to differentiate among practices. Much has been made 
of the value of such assessments, with diverse institutions from private companies (e.g., 
Tropicana Orange Juice) to international organizations such as the FAO (e.g., Livestock’s Long 
Shadow and its follow-up) utilizing them. However, often the comparisons are rife with 
controversy. Disagreement stems from where the system boundaries are drawn and the 
underlying assumptions of the life cycle model. One of the most high profile examples is from the 
highly controversial report titled, “Livestock’s Long Shadow” (Steinfeld et al., 2006). The report 
states that the radiative forcing of the global livestock industry is greater than the impact from 
transportation. The report, however, compared emissions from feed to fork for livestock but only 
the direct emissions from fuel combustion for transportation, and not all the indirect emissions 
associated with fuel extraction, processing, and distribution. Thus, concerns have been raised 
about the appropriateness of the appraisal (Mitloehner et al., 2009). In recent years, progress has 
been made toward standardizing methodologies, such as with the International Organization for 
Standardization’s life cycle assessment and carbon footprint standards (www.iso.org), as well as 
Product Category Rules for creating Environmental Product Declarations (environdec.com), 
voluntary disclosures of environmental impacts of specific commercial products that are 
increasingly being used in the food industry.  Nevertheless, for actual quantification of various 
N-related flows, such as N2O emissions, that become part of such life cycle assessments, Kendall 
(personal communication) has found little consistency in the methods used. Therefore, we 
conclude that there is clear value and need to evaluate practices based on life cycle assessment. At 
the same time, evaluation and further refinement of the methods used to quantify impacts will 
add to their value.  

Because of the need of full accounting of greenhouse gas emissions, it is important to note 
that direct field emissions account for only a fraction of total climate forcing from fertilizer use. 
So-called indirect emissions, those that don’t occur from within the field of application 
boundaries, can be quite significant. Prior to the field application, production and transport of 
fertilizer generates a small amount of N2O, but large amounts of carbon dioxide because of the 
energy demand for N fixation via the Haber Bosch process (See Box 5.4.2). After application, 
there are many pathways for N loss. When it moves beyond the field, it is still likely to produce 
N2O emissions. In some cases, such as riparian environments, probability of emissions increases 
as conditions become more conducive (saturated soils). Crutzen et al. (2008) suggest that when 
up and downstream effects of agriculture are included in the accounting, 3 - 5% of applied 
fertilizer is given off as N2O, more than double the amount of direct emissions. 
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